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A B S T R A C T

The Co-Ta system has been reviewed and the thermodynamic description was re-assessed in the present work.
DFT (density functional theory) calculations considering spin polarization were performed to obtain the energies
for all end-member configurations of the C14, C15, C36 and μ phases for the evaluation of the Gibbs energies of
these phases. The phase diagram calculated with the present description agrees well with the experimental and
theoretical data. Considering the DFT results was essential for giving a better description of the μ phase at lower
temperatures.

1. Introduction

The efficiency of gas turbines increases with increasing turbine inlet
temperature. The hot zones of the gas turbines are often made from Ni-
based superalloys. However, Ni-based superalloys are reaching the
upper limit for further temperature increases imposed by the melting
point of Nickel [1]. The higher melting point of Co compared to Ni
makes Co-based alloys attractive candidates for extending the applica-
tion of these alloys to higher temperatures. A limiting factor for the
application of traditional Co-based alloys is their relative low strength
compared to Ni-based superalloys. The primary strengthening me-
chanism for single crystal Ni-based superalloys is precipitation
strengthening. The geometrically close packed γ’-Ni3Al phase with an
L12 ordered FCC (face centered cubic) lattice precipitates in a γ phase
matrix (FCC_A1) [2]. However, in the Co-Al binary system, the L12-
Co3Al phase is not a stable phase. Sato et al. [3] found that a γ’ phase
with L12 structure forms in the Co-Al-W system and showed that as a
result of the precipitation of γ’ in a γ matrix the high-temperature
strength of these alloys was significantly increased. However, sub-
sequent investigations have revealed that the γ’ phase is metastable and
additional elements, such as Ti, Ta, Hf, Nb and Ni [4], are needed to
stabilize the γ’ phase [5]. Although the L12-Co3Ta phase is also me-
tastable, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that
the enthalpy of formation of L12-Co3Ta with −21.90 kJ/mol (mole of
atoms) [6] is fairly negative. In addition, Ta shows the strongest effects
for increasing the γ’ solvus temperature among the reported elements
[4]. These are strong indicators to use Ta for the stabilization of the γ’

phase in Co-Al-W based alloys. On the other hand, topologically close
packed (TCP) phases, C14, C15, C36 and μ phases, which are detri-
mental to the alloy properties are stable phases in the Co-Ta system.
The stability of these phases arises from the in total half-full d-band and
the difference in atomic size [7]. Thus, accurate knowledge of the
homogeneity ranges of these TCP phases is critical for the addition of Ta
to Co-based alloys.

CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagrams) simulations are widely
accepted as an effective way for accelerated development of new alloys
[8]. The availability of a high quality thermodynamic description of the
Co-Ta system is key for the development of a reliable multi-component
thermodynamic database for superalloys. However, the thermodynamic
descriptions for the Co-Ta from literature do not fully meet this re-
quirement.

2. Literature review

The solid phases occurring in this binary system are summarized in
Table 1 [9]. Thermodynamic assessments of the Co-Ta system were
carried out by Liu et al. [10], Hari Kumar et al. [11] and Shinagawa
et al. [12]. Shinagawa et al. [12] experimentally investigated the phase
equilibria in the Co-Ta system and significantly revised the phase
boundaries for the TCP phases which were used for the development of
a new thermodynamic description. The thermodynamic descriptions
from Liu et al. [10] and Hari Kumar et al. [11] were based on a previous
version of the phase diagram and do not reproduce the experimental
phase diagram from Shinagawa et al. [12]. Although the description
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from Shinagawa et al. [12] reproduces the experimental phase diagram
well, the calculated enthalpies of formation are significantly different
from the results from DFT calculations which implies that the Gibbs
energy values of the entire Co-Ta system from this description may not
be reliable.

The phase diagram of the Co-Ta system has been subject to several
experimental investigations. In addition to the three terminal solid so-
lutions, FCC-Co, HCP-Co (hexagonal close packed) and BCC-Ta (body
centered cubic) a number of intermetallic phases have been reported.
Haschimoto [13] and Köster et al. [14] investigated the Co-rich side of
the Co-Ta system using thermal analysis. Korchynsky and Fountain [15]
used optical metallography and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to study the Co-
rich side of the system and found four stable and one metastable in-
termetallic compounds. They reported the existence of the three Laves
phases. The two new phases they found were a metastable Co3Ta phase
with L12 structure which on continued aging transformed into a stable
Co3Ta phase with hexagonal structure. In their study of the Co-rich side,
Dragsdorf and Forgeng [16] observed the same phases and found that
the structure of the Co3Ta phase is related to the C36 structure. The
structure of this phase was identified by Ponsionen and Van Vucht [17]
as BaPb3 type. Raman [18] examined alloys with compositions from an
atomic fraction of 20% Ta to 90% Ta that were annealed at 1000 °C and
1300 °C. He confirmed the occurrence of phases with C14, C15, C36
structure and found two new phases, CoTa2 with C16 structure and
Co6Ta7 with the structure of the μ phase (D85). Pet'kov et al. [19] in-
vestigated the Co-Ta system by differential thermal analysis (DTA) and
optical microscopy. They placed the Co3Ta phase at an atomic fraction
of 22% Ta. This composition was later confirmed by Xu et al. [20] and
Shinagawa et al. [12]. Bernard et al. [21] used thermal analysis and
optical microscopy to investigate the Ta-rich side of the system. These
investigations are the basis for the phase diagram published in the
compilation by Massalski et al. [22]. In this compilation the Co3Ta
phase is labeled Co7Ta2 although its ideal stoichiometry was placed at
Co3Ta in the work by Dragsdorf and Forgeng [16] and Ponsionen and
Van Vucht [17]. Itoh et al. [23] studied the homogeneity ranges and
magnetic properties of the three Laves phases C36, C15 and C14 in the
Co-Ta system by XRD, density and magnetometric measurements. The
composition range of C36 and C15 were determined through XRD while
for the C14 phase only an approximate composition was reported.
Shinagawa et al. [12] studied the entire composition range the Co-Ta
system using annealed alloys and diffusion couples with XRD, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA) and
DTA. The homogeneity ranges and thermal stabilities for the three
Laves phases (C15, C36, C14), Co3Ta, μ phase and CoTa2 (C16) phase
have been determined between 1173 K and 1723 K. Shaipov et al. [24]

determined the phase equilibria of the Co-Ta system in a diffusion
couple at 1375 K and alloys annealed at 1200 K and at 1375 K. How-
ever, the homogeneity ranges obtained by Shaipov et al. [24] for the μ
and C16 phases in the annealed alloys and the diffusion couple are not
consistent, hence these data were not included for thermodynamic
optimization in the present work.

In the present work, the experimental results from Shinagawa et al.
[12] are considered the most accurate data set. The experimental data
from [15,21] show large deviations from the evaluated phase diagram
and were excluded during optimization of the present description.

3. Thermodynamic modeling

3.1. Pure elements

The descriptions of the Gibbs energy of the pure elements as func-
tion of temperature G GandHSER HSER

Co
,

Ta
, , are taken from the pure ele-

ment thermodynamic database of the Scientific Group Thermodata
Europe (SGTE) [25]. For Co and Ta the data in this database are
identical to those compiled by Dinsdale [26].

3.2. Solution phases

The composition dependence of the Gibbs energy of the solution
phases: φ (liquid), (Ta) (BCC_A2), (αCo) (FCC_A1), (εCo) (HCP_A3) is
described by a substitutional solution model with Redlich–Kister poly-
nomials [27]. The magnetic contribution to the Gibbs energy of the
solution phase is described with the Hillert-Jarl formalism [28]. In this
formalism the magnetic transformation temperature and magnetic
moment are the input parameters to describe the temperature depen-
dence. The composition dependence can also be described with Red-
lich-Kister polynomials.

3.3. Intermetallic compounds

The uncertainty regarding the composition of the Co3Ta phase
which resulted in it being also labeled Co7Ta2 and the observations by
Xu et al. [20] at 1223 K and Shinagawa et al. [12] at 1273 K suggest
that this phase could have a homogeneity range. However, experi-
mental evidence supporting this is too sparse to justify modeling a
homogeneity range and, therefore, it is modeled as simple stoichio-
metric compound with a stoichiometric ratio corresponding to the ob-
served composition:

= + +G G G G7 2Co Ta
Co
HSER

Ta
HSER

f
Co Ta3 3 (1)

where HSER normally stands for the reference state of the element, i.e.,
its stable form at 298.15 K and 1 bar. However, it must be pointed out
that for the magnetic elements, such as Fe, Co and Ni, HSER stands for
their paramagnetic state at 298.15 K and 1 bar. = +G A B Tf

TCo3 re-
presents the Gibbs energy of formation of the compound Co3Ta from
the components Co and Ta, referred toGCo

HSER and G2 T
HSER. As mentioned

above, GCo
HSER does not include the magnetic contribution of pure HCP-

Co. The composition ratio of 7:2 was chosen to better reflect the com-
position of this phase in the phase diagram. The parameters A and B are
to be optimized.

The ordered phases C14, C15, C36, µ and C16 with homogeneity
ranges, were described by the Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) [29]
using the sublattices (Co,Ta)4(Co,Ta)2(Co,Ta)6, (Co,Ta)2(Co,Ta)1,
(Co,Ta)8(Co,Ta)4(Co,Ta)12, (Co,Ta)1(Co,Ta)4(Co,Ta)2(Co,Ta)6 and
(Co,Ta)1(Co,Ta)2, respectively. The chosen sublattices for the C14, C15
and C16 phases correspond to a complete representation of the re-
spective Wyckoff positions. The sublattices for C36 and μ phase instead
combine Wyckoff positions of the same coordination number (CN)
(C36: 4CN16+4CN16, 6CN12+6CN12) or of similar coordination
number (μ: 2CN15+2CN16). As the coordination number of each

Table 1
Summary of the crystallographic information for the phases of the Co-Ta system
[9].

Phase name Crystallographic information

Strukturbericht. Prototype Pearson symbol Space group

Observed stable and metastable phases
FCC, γ or αCo A1 Cu cF4 Fm-3m
HCP, εCo A3 Mg hP2 P63/mmc
(Ta) A2 W cI2 Im-3m
Co3Ta BaPb3 hR12 R-3m
C36 C36 MgNi2 hP24 P63/mmc
C15 C15 Cu2Mg cF24 Fd-3m
C14 C14 MgZn2 hP12 P63/mmc
μ D85 Fe7W6 hR13 R-3m
C16 C16 Al2Cu tI12 I4/mcm
L12 L12 Cu3Au cP4 Pm-3m
Hypothetical phases
A15 A15 Cr3Si cP8 Pm-3n
χ D019 Ni3Sn hP8 P63/mmc
σ D8b σCrFe tP30 P42/mnm
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neighbor polyhedron is directly related to its volume and the structural
stability of the μ and Laves phases is predominantly driven by atomic
size differences (see e.g. discussion in Refs. [7] and [30]), we can expect
that Wyckoff sites of same or similar coordination number can be
combined into one sublattice.

With the CEF the Gibbs energy for the C16 phase as example is
described as:

= + + +

+ + + +

+

+

+

+

=

=

=

=

G y y G y y G y y G y y G

RT y y y y y y y y
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where yCo is the constituent fraction of Co in the first sublattice; GCo Ta:
C16 is

the Gibbs energy or lattice stability of ‘compound’ Co1Ta2; and
LCo Ta Co i, : ;

C16 is the interaction parameter between Co and Ta on the first
sublattice when the second sublattice is filled with Co. The other vari-
ables and parameters are defined analogously.

The extended Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) [31] was used to
describe a configuration independent contribution to the Gibbs energy
of the µ phase:

= +G G x G y( ) ( )m
µ

m
dis

i m i
sconf ( ) (3)

= +
>

x x x x x x LG ( ) Gm
dis

i
i

i i
µo

i j i v
i j i j i j

v µv
,
,

(4)
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µ

s

s

i
i

s
i
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( ) ( ) ( )

(5)

where xi is the overall composition of the µ phase, yi
s( ) is the fraction of

site s occupied by element i, a(s) is the total number of sites corre-
sponding to site s and Gi

µo is the molar Gibbs energy of the pure element
i (Co, Ta) in the hypothetical µ structure, referred to Co-HCP and Ta-
BCC without magnetic contribution. Gi j k l

µ
: : : the molar Gibbs energy of

formation of the stoichiometric end-member from the pure element
with the Gibbs energy Gi

µo .
In both forms of the CEF contributions from the magnetism Gmag

µ

can be included in the description of the end-member compound or
with the modified CEF as contribution to the Gibbs energy of the pure
component, Gi

µo . In the present work, the Gmag
µ was added to the pure

Co end-member configuration to give a non-linear description of the
magnetic contribution to the total energy.

In the CEF model, the default Gibbs energy for any end-member
component is 0 unless it is given a value. However, in the traditional
CEF description allowing a value of 0 will not make sure this end-
member is not stable. Thus, the parameter values for all end-member
compounds must be evaluated. In contrast, in the modified CEF model,
the Gibbs energy of the end-members is the formation energy with re-
spect to the pure components with the Gibbs energy Gi

µo resulting in a
total Gibbs energy for this end-member that is not 0 J/mol. Therefore,
the evaluation of the parameter values of Gi

µo and Gi:j:k:l
µ of the end-

member with ideal site occupation will be essential. This is particularly
useful for the development of thermodynamic database for multi-
component systems where the number of end-member compounds can
be in the millions because it is highly unlikely that an end-member with
four or more components will be stable.

The metastable ordering of the FCC phase is described using the 4
sublattice order disorder formalism [32]. The equations for the Gibbs
energy described by this formalism will not be repeated here, since the
description of this phase is not being discussed.

4. First-principles calculations

The crystallographic information for all the solid phases is sum-
marized in Table 1 [9]. In the present work, the total energies for all
end-members of the stable C14, C15, C16, C36 and μ phase were cal-
culated by density functional theory. using the Vienna Ab initio Si-
mulation Package (VASP)1 [33,34] within a high-throughput frame-
work [30]. We used the projector augmented wave method [35] and
the generalized gradient approximation [36]. The pseudo-potential for
Ta included the p semicore states in the valence. Convergence tests
ensured that a plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV and Monkhorst-Pack k-point
mesh [37] with a density of 0.02 Å3 were sufficient to converge dif-
ferences in the formation energy to an error of less than 1meV/atom.
We allowed for spin relaxation assuming an initial ferromagnetic spin
arrangement. The structures were fully relaxed (atomic positions, cell
volume and lattice vectors) until the remaining forces on the atoms
were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The cohesive energy and the equilibrium
volume were obtained for each structure by fitting the Birch-Murna-
ghan equation of state to the total energy of volumes of± 5% of the
volume after full relaxation.

The enthalpies of formation for the end-members for the µ phase
Gi:j:k:l:m

µ were obtained from

=G E x E x Ei j k l m
µ

i j k l m Co Co
HCP

Ta Ta
BCC

: : : : : : : : (6)

where Ei:j:k:l:m, ECo
HCP and ETa

BCC are the total energies for the end-member
ijklm, pure HCP Co, and pure BCC Ta calculated with spin polarization,
respectively.

In addition to the energies of the phases in the Co-Ta system the
energies of all end-members of other TCP phases (A15, χ σ) and the
ordered lattices of the FCC, BCC and HCP have been calculated. The
DFT results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

4.1. Modeling the magnetism of the TCP phases

The HCP ground state structure of Co, as well as Co-rich compounds,
exhibit magnetic character. Thus, it is essential to describe the magnetic
contribution of the total energies for the compounds containing Co. The
method to describe the Gibbs energy for the end-members using DFT
results in Co systems has been discussed in our previous work [38]. A
straightforward method can be used to describe the magnetic con-
tribution using only the results from spin-polarized DFT calculations. In
the present work, the same method was applied to describe the C14,
C15, C36 and μ phases. It will be described here briefly for the μ phase
as example.

The calculated magnetic moments of Co in µ structure and HCP
structure are Co

µ =1.76 μB/atom and Co
HCP =1.69 μB/atom, respec-

tively. The Curie temperature for Co in the µ phase is estimated on the
basis of the Heisenberg model [39] and in assumption that the ex-
change integrals do not significantly change between HCP and µ phases
of Co: Tc /Tc /Co

µ
Co
HCP

Co
µ

Co
HCP, from which the Curie temperature for the

µ phase can be estimated as 1460 K. Using the Hillert-Jarl [28] form-
alism the contribution of the magnetism at 0 K is

= +G R p Tcln( 1)( )Co mag
µ

Co
µ

Co
µ

, 0 (7)

with p0=0.86034 for non-BCC phases gives GCo mag
µ

, =−10603 J/mol.

1 Commercial products are identified in this paper for reference. Such iden-
tification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or
equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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These were used to determine the total magnetic contribution to the
Gibbs energy for the pure Co end-member, °GCo

µ :

= + +G G G G GCo
µo

Co Co Co Co Co
µ

Co mag
µ

Co mag
HCP

Co
HSERo

: : : : , , (8)

where GCo mag
HCP

, represents the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs energy
of HCP Co, which is taken from SGTE database and is −8532 J/mol at
0 K. °GCo

µ was determined as 13,322 J/mol +GCo
HSER; °GT

µ is obtained

Table 2
Enthalpies of formation, Gi:j:k:l:m in J/mol (mole of atoms) of all end-members
of the stable C14, C15, C36, C16 and µ phases and metastable TCP phases (A15,
σ, χ) obtained from the DFT calculations Gi:j:k:l:m.

Phase Wyckoff positions Gi:j:k:l:m

A15 (6c:2a) Co Co – – – 9235.1
Co Ta – – – − 4971.8
Ta Co – – – − 8628.3
Ta Ta – – – 3019.5

C14 (4f:2a:6h) Co Co Co – – 16,351.1
Co Co Ta – – 44,744.2
Co Ta Co – – 14,697.0
Co Ta Ta – – 77,316.8
Ta Co Co – – − 20,562.3
Ta Co Ta – – 1274.7
Ta Ta Co – – − 20,866.0
Ta Ta Ta – – 9670.3

C15 (16d:8a) Co Co – – – 19,233.5
Co Ta – – – − 20,942.4
Ta Co – – – 72,275.9
Ta Ta – – – 11,165.5

C16 (4a:8h) Co Co – – – 49,098.2
Co Ta – – – − 24,158.6
Ta Co – – – 24,304.2
Ta Ta – – – 48,196.5

C36 (4e:4f:4f2:6g:6h) Co Co Co Co Co 17,483.0
Co Co Co Co Ta 49,265.0
Co Co Co Ta Co 44,962.1
Co Co Co Ta Ta 43,606.3
Co Co Ta Co Co 16,120.5
Co Co Ta Co Ta 61,239.2
Co Co Ta Ta Co 52,341.7
Co Co Ta Ta Ta 73,845.8
Co Ta Co Co Co −6961.9
Co Ta Co Co Ta 28,532.3
Co Ta Co Ta Co 23,519.5
Co Ta Co Ta Ta 28,874.1
Co Ta Ta Co Co 270.1
Co Ta Ta Co Ta 34,031.8
Co Ta Ta Ta Co 26,691.5
Co Ta Ta Ta Ta 47,782.1
Ta Co Co Co Co −4633.1
Ta Co Co Co Ta 25,543.6
Ta Co Co Ta Co 28,547.2
Ta Co Co Ta Ta 28,957.1
Ta Co Ta Co Co 4622.4
Ta Co Ta Co Ta 35,323.9
Ta Co Ta Ta Co 29,364.0
Ta Co Ta Ta Ta 48,330.8
Ta Ta Co Co Co −21,014.0
Ta Ta Co Co Ta 2945.6
Ta Ta Co Ta Co 3494.6
Ta Ta Co Ta Ta 1635.3
Ta Ta Ta Co Co −19,724.7
Ta Ta Ta Co Ta 2601.7
Ta Ta Ta Ta Co −1151.4
Ta Ta Ta Ta Ta 10,485.5

χ (2a:8c:24g1:24g2) Co Co Co Co – 4521.8
Co Co Co Ta – 24,163.4
Co Co Ta Co – − 812.3
Co Co Ta Ta – 39,550.7
Co Ta Co Co – − 7770.8
Co Ta Co Ta – 14,452.4
Co Ta Ta Co – − 5901.7
Co Ta Ta Ta – 17,125.5
Ta Co Co Co – 1344.4
Ta Co Co Ta – 15,771.0
Ta Co Ta Co – − 7929.1
Ta Co Ta Ta – 33,812.2
Ta Ta Co Co – − 7874.9
Ta Ta Co Ta – 4622.8
Ta Ta Ta Co – − 5200.5
Ta Ta Ta Ta – 8476.1

Table 2 (continued)

Phase Wyckoff positions Gi:j:k:l:m

µ (1a:6h:2c1:2c2:2c3) Co Co Co Co Co 11252.0
Co Co Co Co Ta 9318.8
Co Co Co Ta Co −1196.7
Co Co Co Ta Ta − 5240.1
Co Co Ta Co Co 7061.0
Co Co Ta Co Ta − 7062.6
Co Co Ta Ta Co −13,732.8
Co Co Ta Ta Ta − 23,630.4
Co Ta Co Co Co 42,629.9
Co Ta Co Co Ta 50,641.3
Co Ta Co Ta Co 21,723.6
Co Ta Co Ta Ta 31,870.8
Co Ta Ta Co Co 40,570.0
Co Ta Ta Co Ta 26,791.2
Co Ta Ta Ta Co 22,128.7
Co Ta Ta Ta Ta 6398.3
Ta Co Co Co Co 12,325.7
Ta Co Co Co Ta 5382.8
Ta Co Co Ta Co 5662.9
Ta Co Co Ta Ta − 2757.4
Ta Co Ta Co Co 4845.6
Ta Co Ta Co Ta − 15,868.9
Ta Co Ta Ta Co −11,408.9
Ta Co Ta Ta Ta − 24,628.8
Ta Ta Co Co Co 54,718.6
Ta Ta Co Co Ta 60,352.7
Ta Ta Co Ta Co 23,781.8
Ta Ta Co Ta Ta 33,961.7
Ta Ta Ta Co Co 53,127.5
Ta Ta Ta Co Ta 42,368.4
Ta Ta Ta Ta Co 26,682.9
Ta Ta Ta Ta Ta 10,458.0

σ (2a:4f:8i1:8i2:8j) Co Co Co Co Co 5637.7
Co Co Co Co Ta 9033.1
Co Co Co Ta Co 3545.0
Co Co Co Ta Ta 2016.1
Co Co Ta Co Co −6856.8
Co Co Ta Co Ta − 4137.3
Co Co Ta Ta Co 1622.5
Co Co Ta Ta Ta 1807.2
Co Ta Co Co Co −963.7
Co Ta Co Co Ta −1966.6
Co Ta Co Ta Co −7970.6
Co Ta Co Ta Ta 443.3
Co Ta Ta Co Co 3377.9
Co Ta Ta Co Ta − 12,406.4
Co Ta Ta Ta Co 11,814.0
Co Ta Ta Ta Ta − 1622.0
Ta Co Co Co Co 8845.6
Ta Co Co Co Ta 11,793.0
Ta Co Co Ta Co 11,451.3
Ta Co Co Ta Ta 24,253.6
Ta Co Ta Co Co −13,822.6
Ta Co Ta Co Ta − 3787.2
Ta Co Ta Ta Co 25,012.9
Ta Co Ta Ta Ta 19,959.5
Ta Ta Co Co Co 5796.1
Ta Ta Co Co Ta 3283.0
Ta Ta Co Ta Co 1968.8
Ta Ta Co Ta Ta 990.7
Ta Ta Ta Co Co 1967.7
Ta Ta Ta Co Ta − 11,092.4
Ta Ta Ta Ta Co 27,645.7
Ta Ta Ta Ta Ta 235.7
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from = +G GGTa
µo

Ta Ta Ta Ta Ta
µ

Ta
HSER

: : : : and is 10,458 J/mol +GTa
HSER. To

reproduce the non-linear change in the average magnetic moment from
the DFT calculations the magnetic contribution is added to the Gibbs
energy of the pure Co end-member compound.

After that, all the A values of the = +G A BTi:j:k:l
µ were evaluated

by fitting the corresponding DFT values from present work using the
modified CEF. B parameters were only introduced when they were
necessary to obtain better agreement with the experimental phase
diagram. A similar approach was applied to determine the Gibbs en-
ergies of the end-member compounds of the other TCP phases.

The DFT calculated magnetic moments for other TCP phases C14,
C15 and C36 are similar to the one of the μ phase (Table 2) and were
used as guide to estimate the Curie temperatures. For the pure Co end-
member of the C36 phase the magnetic parameters are
TCCo:Co:Co

C36 =+1420 K and Co:Co:Co
C36 =+1.72 μB/atom. Fig. 1 shows the

calculated magnetic moment for the C36 phase with experimental data
from [23] and DFT result for pure Co in C36 structure. The present
CALPHAD description reproduces the experimental data well. The
calculation also shows that the magnetic contribution to the total en-
ergy for the C36 phase approaches 0 in its stable composition range.
This also applies to the C14, C15 and μ phases. In fact, removing all
magnetic parameters for C36, C15, C14 and μ phases does not make a
significant difference in the calculated phase diagram. However,

Table 3
Enthalpies of formation, Gi:j:k:l in J/mol (mole of atoms) for all configurations
in four sublattice ordering of the BCC, FCC and HCP phases Gi:j:k:l:m.

Phase Configuration Gi:j:k:l

BCC Co Co Co Co 9522.5
Ta Co Co Co 1346.4
Ta Co Ta Co 7455.2
Ta Ta Co Co −9023.1
Ta Ta Ta Co 1448.5

FCC Co Co Co Co 1718.5
Ta Co Co Co −21,984.2
Ta Ta Co Co −11,511.8
Ta Ta Ta Co 15,467.6
Ta Ta Ta Ta 23,349.3

HCP Co Co Co Co 0.0
Ta Co Co Co −21,581.5
Ta Ta Co Co 17,122.7
Ta Ta Ta Co 18,279.6
Ta Ta Ta Ta 26,980.4

Fig. 1. Magnetic moment for the C36 phase.

Table 4
Phase names, models (sublattice formulae) and parameters of the present
thermodynamic description. Gibbs energy is given in J/mol (mole of formula
units according to the sublattice definition), temperature (T) in K.

Liquid: (Co,Ta)1

LCo Ta
Liquid
,

0, = -141,864.9+ 38.5868·T; LCo Ta
Liquid
,

1, = -1803.2; LCo Ta
Liquid
,

2, =+11,722.5
(Ta) (BCC_A2): (Co,Ta,Va)1(Va)3
GVa Va

BCCA
:

0, 2=30·T; LCo Va Va
BCCA
, :

0, 2=46,912; LTa Va Va
BCCA
, :

0, 2=15,0000;

LCo Ta Va
BCCA
, :

0, 2=-55,308.6+ 11.8981·T; LCo Ta Va
BCCA
, :

1, 2 =-31,039.5; TCCo Ta
BCCA
,

0, 2=1450
(αCo)(γ) (FCC_A1): (Co,Ta)1(Va)1
LCo Ta

FCCA
,

0, 1= -78,885.0+10.5610·T; LCo Ta
FCCA
,

1, 1=+1945.8;

TCCo Ta
FCCA
,

0, 1= -2200; = =TC 804 1 35; .Co Ta
FCCA

Co Ta
0 FCCA1

,
1, 1

,
,

(εCo) (HCP_A3):

LCo Ta
HCPA
,

0, 3= -47726.3
Co3Ta: (Co)0.7778(Ta)0.2222

Gf
Co Ta3 =-27,824.2+ 7.7303·T+0.7778·G T( )Co

HSER +0.2222·G T( )Ta
HSER

μ: (Co,Ta)0.07692 (Co,Ta)0..30,769 (Co,Ta)0.15385 (Co,Ta)0.46154
°GCo

µ =+13,322+G T( );Co
HSER ; °GTa

µ =+10,456.5+G T( )Ta
HSER ; °GCo Ta

µ
,

0, =+20,511.2;

GCo:Co:Co:Co
µ =0; TCCo:Co:Co:Co

µ =1460; Co:Co:Co:Co
µ =1.76;

GTa:Co:Co:Co
µ =-11650;

GCo Ta Co Co
µ

: : : = -38,941.4+2.5000·T; GTa Ta Co Co
µ

: : : =-18,258;
GCo Co Ta Co

µ
: : : =-10,780; GTa Co Ta Co

µ
: : : = -13,840;

GCo Ta Ta Co
µ

: : : =-44,989.6+3.0882·T; GTa Ta Ta Co
µ

: : : =-46,589.3+ 5.0752·T;
GCo Co Co Ta

µ
: : : =+26,036; GTa Co Co Ta

µ
: : : =+38,781; GCo Ta Co Ta

µ
: : : =+9041;

GTa Ta Co Ta
µ

: : : =+14,471; GCo Co Ta Ta
µ

: : : =+35,800; GTa Co Ta Ta
µ

: : : =+46,388;
GCo Ta Ta Ta

µ
: : : =-4936; GTa Ta Ta Ta

µ
: : : =0

C36: (Co,Ta)0.3333(Co,Ta)0.1667(Co,Ta)0.5000
GCo:Co:Co

C36 =+19,113.7+G T( )Co
HSER ; TCCo:Co:Co

C36 =+1420; Co:Co:Co
C36 =+1.72;

GTa Co Co
C

: :
36 = -27691.8+4.3938·T+0.6667·G T( )Co

HSER +0.3333·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Ta Co
C

: :
36 =+11,796+0.8333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.1667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta Co
C

: :
36 = -21,027.2+ 0.5·G T( )Co

HSER +0.5·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Co Ta
C

: :
36 =+39,100+0.5·G T( )Co

HSER +0.5·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Co Ta
C

: :
36 =+213.6+0.1667·G T( )Co

HSER +0.8333·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Ta Ta
C

: :
36 =+71,002.4+ 0.3333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.6667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta Ta
C

: :
36 =+10,485.5+·G T( )Ta

HSER ;
GCo Ta Co Co

C
, : :

36 = -39,910.6+5.8085·T;
C15 (Co,Ta)0.667(Co,Ta)0.333
GCo:Co

C15 =+21,045.6+G T( )Co
HSER ; TCCo:Co

C15 =+1440; Co:Co
C15 =+1.73;

GTa:Co
C15 =69,432+0.333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Ta
C

:
15 =-28,158.3+ 3.5524·T+0.667·G T( )Co

HSER +0.333·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta
C

:
15 =+11,165.5+G T( )Ta

HSER ;
GCo:Co Ta

C
,

15 = -46,121.7+13.8435·T
C14 (Co,Ta)0.3333(Co,Ta)0.1667(Co,Ta) 0.5000
GCo:Co:Co

C14 =+17,801.3+G T( )Co
HSER ; TCCo:Co:Co

C14 =+1400; Co:Co:Co
C14 =+1.71;

GTa Co Co
C

: :
14 = -28,175.8+ 3.6946·T+0.6667·G T( )Co

HSER +0.3333·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Ta Co
C

: :
14 =+10,326.4+ 0.8333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.1667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta Co
C

: :
14 = -26,426.4+ 5.0199·T+0.5·G T( )Co

HSER +0.5·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Co Ta
C

: :
14 =+40,221+0.5·G T( )Co

HSER +0.5·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Co Ta
C

: :
14 = -147+0.1667·G T( )Co

HSER +0.8333·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GCo Ta Ta
C

: :
14 =+74,473+0.3333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.6667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta Ta
C

: :
14 =+9670.3+·G T( )Ta

HSER

C16 (Co,Ta)0.333 (Co,Ta)0.667
GCo:Co

C16 =+40,568+G T( )Co
HSER ;

GTa:Co
C16 =+18,617+0.333·G T( )Ta

HSER +0.667·G T( )Co
HSER ;

GCo Ta
C

:
16 =-25500+5.4763·T+0.333·G T( )Co

HSER +0.667·G T( )Ta
HSER ;

GTa Ta
C

:
16 =+48,196+G T( )Ta

HSER ;
GCo Co Ta

C
: ,

16 =-63,064.7;

GCo Ta Ta
C

, :
16 =-18,333.5–14.61·T

L12 (Co,Ta)0.25(Co,Ta)0.25(Co,Ta)0.25(Co,Ta)0.25
CEF order/disorder formalism [30]
uAB = -9163.2+ 5.9565·T; GCo Ta

L
3

12 =3uAB; GCo Ta
L

2 2
12 =4uAB+ 25,652.8;

GCoTa
L

3
12 =3uAB + 42,489.6 – 17.8695 T=15,000
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considering the magnetic contribution to the total Gibbs energy for the
determination of the parameters of the end-member compounds is
important. The Gibbs energies of formation of the pure Co endmember
phases without magnetic contribution is noticeably higher. For ex-
ample, for the μ phase this value increases from 11,252 J/mol to
13,322 J/mol. The contribution of the magnetism to the Gibbs energy
declines with increasing temperature but nevertheless affects the cal-
culated phase diagram also at temperatures above Curie temperature.
Therefore, the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs energy should be
considered. We pointed out in our previous work [38] that proper
treatment of the magnetism is essential for an accurate description of
the phases in Co systems.

We find that treatment of the magnetic contribution to the energy in
Co-Ta is mainly important for Co mole fractions of more than

approximately 75%, as it was shown in Fig. 1 for the calculated mag-
netic moment of the C36 phase. 1. A similar range was observed in DFT
calculations for the isoelectric Co-V and Co-Nb systems [30].

5. CALPHAD results

The optimization of the model parameters of the Co-Ta system was
performed using the PARROT module of the Thermo-Calc software
[40]. Table 4 lists the phases, names, models, and parameters used in
the present work.

The calculated Co-Ta phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2, it agrees
with the majority of the experimental data except the ones from
Shaipov et al. [24]. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the experimental results
from Shaipov et al. [24] from the diffusion couple (red circles) and the
annealed alloys (red squares) are not consistent with each other and,
therefore, these data were not used for the parameter optimization. It is

Fig. 2. Calculated Co-Ta phase diagram compared with experimental data.

Fig. 3. Calculated enthalpies of formation of the solid phases in the Co-Ta
system at 298.15 K compared with DFT results at 0 K.

Fig. 4. Calculated enthalpy of formation for the C14 phase at 298.15 K com-
pared with the DFT results for all end-members at 0 K.

Fig. 5. Calculated enthalpy of formation for the C15 phase at 298.15 K com-
pared with the DFT results for all end-members at 0 K.
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almost impossible to experimentally determine the homogeneity range
for the μ phase at low temperatures, e.g., below 900 K. The present DFT
calculations show that the Co6Ta7 is more stable than Co7Ta6. This is
also reflected by the CALPHAD calculation that shows that the stable
composition range for the μ phase at room temperature is close to
Co6Ta7 instead of Co7Ta6.

Fig. 3 shows the calculated enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K
compared to results from the present DFT calculations and DFT data-
bases [41–46]. The results from the present CALPHAD description agree
well with the DFT results while the enthalpies calculated with the de-
scription from Shinagawa et al. [12] show deviations that are

significantly larger. The DFT data points at x(Ta)= 0.3333 are the
formation energies of the C36, C15 and C14 phases while for the
CALPHAD calculation only the stable phase at 298 K, C15, was con-
sidered. Figs. 4–7 show the calculated enthalpies of formation for the
C14, C15, C36 and μ phases at 298.15 K compared with the DFT results.
For the C14 phase, each end-member is presented by a three-digit
number, e.g., 211, where 1 corresponds to Co and 2 to Ta, and the order
of digits reflect the occupancy of the corresponding sublattices in the
following order: Ta(4f)-Co(2a)-Co(6h), i.e., 211 corresponds to
Ta4Co2Co6. The same syntax is used to identify the end-members of the
C14, C36, and µ phases in Figs. 5–7. It can be seen from these figures
that the present CALPHAD description captures the DFT results well.

For the description of the metastable ordering of the FCC phase the
DFT values were adapted. FCC-L12 solvus temperatures from [12] were
used to evaluate the temperature dependent terms. The metastable FCC-
L12 phase diagram is shown in Fig. 8. More theoretical and experi-
mental studies for the FCC-L12 phase equilibria are needed to obtain a
more reliable description of the L12 phase.

6. Conclusions

A critical review of the available CALPHAD descriptions for the Co-
Ta system showed that a thermodynamic re-assessment of the Co-Ta
system was necessary.

DFT calculations were performed to obtain the energies for all
possible end configurations of the intermetallic phases C14, C15, C36
and μ phases considering spin polarization. These results were used to
evaluate the Gibbs energies for all the end-members of these phases. It
was found that it is essential to consider the magnetic contribution to
the total Gibbs energy for complex compounds with Co even if these
compounds do not show magnetism in their stable composition ranges.
The Gibbs energy differences resulting for the magnetic contribution
are significant enough to make a difference in the calculated phase
diagram signifying the importance of proper consideration of the
magnetic contribution to the total energy.

The phase diagram calculated with the present CALPHAD descrip-
tion agrees well with the experimental data. The results from the DFT
calculations were essential for improving the descriptions of the TCP
phases, particularly that of the µ phase to give realistic phase equilibria
at lower temperatures.

Fig. 6. Calculated enthalpy of formation for the C36 phase at 298.15 K com-
pared with the DFT results for all end-members at 0 K.

Fig. 7. Calculated enthalpy of formation for the μ phase at 298.15 K compared
with the DFT results for all end-members at 0 K.

Fig. 8. Calculated metastable FCC-L12 phase diagram compared with the FCC-
L12 solvus temperatures from [12].
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